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ABSTRACT
Fish are one of the most highly utilised vertebrate taxa by humans; they are harvested from wild stocks as
part of global fishing industries, grown under intensive aquaculture conditions, are the most common pet
and are widely used for scientific research. But fish are seldom afforded the same level of compassion or
welfare as warm-blooded vertebrates. Part of the problem is the large gap between people’s perception of
fish intelligence and the scientific reality. This is an important issue because public perception guides
government policy. The perception of an animal’s intelligence often drives our decision whether or not to
include them in our moral circle. From a welfare perspective, most researchers would suggest that if an
animal is sentient, then it can most likely suffer and should therefore be offered some form of formal
protection. There has been a debate about fish welfare for decades which centres on the question of
whether they are sentient or conscious. The implications for affording the same level of protection to fish
as other vertebrates are great, not least because of fishing-related industries. Here, I review the current
state of knowledge of fish cognition starting with their sensory perception and moving on to cognition. The
review reveals that fish perception and cognitive abilities often match or exceed other vertebrates. A
review of the evidence for pain perception strongly suggests that fish experience pain in a manner similar
to the rest of the vertebrates. Although scientists cannot provide a definitive answer on the level of
consciousness for any nonhuman vertebrate, the extensive evidence of fish behavioural and cognitive
sophistication and pain perception suggests that best practice would be to lend fish the same level of
protection as any other vertebrate.

Introduction
Most people rarely think about fish other than as food or as pets. However, fish are the most consumed
animal in terms of numbers, the most numerous kind of pet, and are second only to mice in terms of the
numbers used in scientific research (Huntingford et al. 2006; Iwama 2007; Sneddon 2013). There are
more species of fish than all other vertebrates combined (ca 32,000 known species). Despite the fact that
humans and fish interact on many levels and in greater numbers than mammals or birds, fish have not
roused much public concern regarding their welfare. Perhaps the primary reason for this lack of
consideration relates to the public perception of their level of intelligence and ultimately of whether they
are conscious. All evidence suggests that fish are, in fact, far more intelligent than we give them credit.
Recent reviews of fish cognition suggest fish show a rich array of sophisticated behaviours. For example,
they have excellent long-term memories, develop complex traditions, show signs of Machiavellian

intelligence, cooperate with and recognise one another and are even capable of tool use (Bshary et al.
2002; Brown et al. 2011a, b). Emerging evidence also suggests that, despite appearances, the fish brain
is also more similar to our own than we previously thought. There is every reason to believe that they
might also be conscious and thus capable of suffering.
The objective of this review is to bridge the gap between public perception of fish cognition and scientific
reality with a view to informing the fish ethics/welfare debate. This is particularly pertinent given the
general belief that welfare depends to a large degree on an animal’s cognitive ability (Duncan and
Petherick 1991; but see Dawkins 2001). A greater understanding of animal cognition will likely influence
our view of animal welfare. I do not attempt to provide detailed reviews of fish perception and cognition as
such work would require many volumes (see Brown et al. 2011a). I simply selectively refer to this work to
illustrate the depth and scope of fish perception and cognitive abilities. Armed with this information, the
public is in a far better position to make a judgement about fish consciousness and thus whether they
should be afforded greater protection from cruelty. The review is largely restricted to bony fish (teleosts)
since we know far too little about the cognitive abilities of sharks and rays (elasmobranchs). Moreover, we
know next to nothing about the vast majority of fish species, and while it is hard to generalize between
such diverse groups, we must assume that the capabilities that have been revealed in model taxa are
likely to be exemplary of teleosts as a whole.
Here, I use the ‘‘feelings’’-based approach to animal welfare and ethics which focuses on animal suffering
(Appleby and Sandøe 2002). Suffering refers to prolonged periods of unpleasant mental states such as
pain and fear. I acknowledge that the wild animals are frequently subjected to both pleasant and
unpleasant experiences, but from a welfare and ethics perspective we wish to prevent extended period of
suffering wherever possible. All of this ultimately depends on whether fish are capable of conscious,
subjective experiences, and if we as scientists are capable of interpreting such experiences, both of
which are generally controversial topics (Dawkins 1998).
Science, public opinion and fish welfare
The fact that we rarely come into contact with fish in their natural environment has implications with
respect to our attitudes towards them. Fish live in an environment that we do not really understand and
rarely visit, thus few of us ever see fish behaving naturally. The vast majority of people only ever see fish
on their plate, and while lots of people keep fish as pets, fish seldom have the opportunity to express their
natural behavioural patterns in captivity. This is in stark contrast with terrestrial animals such as dogs,
cats and horses that have lived closely with people for tens of thousands of years and with whom we are
very familiar. Whales, dolphins and seals, while living in the same aquatic media as fishes, are mammals,
and thus, we seem far more capable of extending our circle of morality to include them. However,
because fish are also phylogenetically distant to humans in comparisons with mammals, we find it very
difficult to empathise with them. We cannot hear them vocalise, and they lack recognisable facial
expressions both of which are primary cues for human empathy. Because we are not familiar with them,
we do not notice behavioural signs indicative of poor welfare.
Our perception of an animal’s intelligence largely defines the way we treat them when we interact with
them (Kirkwood and Hubrecht 2001). Their level of intelligence defines whether or not we think they are
sentient beings and thus worthy of inclusion in our ‘‘moral circle’’ (Lund et al. 2007). Science has the
capacity to inform this debate and plays an important role in developing an accepted agreement about the
standards in animal welfare. Science can also shift belief systems, albeit slowly. Changes in the belief
system then trigger changes in legislation. For example, the UK’s Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act
1986 prohibits experiments on vertebrates except under licence based on an assumption that all
vertebrates have the capacity for conscious feelings. A ban on all great ape research in the EU was later

declared (Directive 2010/63/EU) presumably because it is commonly believed that these animals have
superior cognitive powers and thus a greater capacity for suffering. This perception that cognition and
consciousness are related is interesting considering that consciousness may have arisen long before
cognitive complexity (Dawkins 2001). Given the common poor perception of fish intelligence, it is hardly
surprising that the ethical treatment of fishes lags far behind their vertebrate cousins.
The UK Cruelty to Cattle Act 1822 banned the improper treatment of cows and sheep and was one of the
world’s first attempt at animal welfare legislation. The 1835 Cruelty to Animals Act included dogs and
explicitly outlawed bear baiting and cockfighting. This was later repealed by the Cruelty to Animal Act of
1876, which was perhaps the first to formally protect animals from pain and suffering during scientific
research, and gave special protection to cats, dogs and horses. Subsequently, primates became the
subject of great empathy, but our compassion has gradually spread to cover elephants, dolphins and so
on to recently include other farm animals in an industrial setting (e.g. pigs, chickens). The recent push for
protecting the welfare of farm animals is a good example of how public opinion has shifted and resulted in
significant changes in legislation. The move to protect primates, elephants and dolphins has perhaps
arisen from our greater understanding of the cognitive capacities of these animals; the result of over 50
years of intensive research. Such a sea change has yet to occur for fishes, and fish are still not afforded
appropriate protection in most countries. This is interesting given that they are vertebrates and technically
(though clearly not in practice) are afforded the same legal protection in many developed countries.
Why is legislation rarely applied to fishes? I suspect that there are two explanations. The first relates back
to public perception. Until scientific findings relating to fish intelligence filter through to the public, and the
public believe that fish are conscious beings capable of suffering, there will be a lack of political or social
will to promote fish welfare. Secondly, and this is a far more practical issue, the ramifications for such
animal welfare legislation, should it be applied to fishes, is perhaps too daunting to consider. Certainly,
the fishing industry, including aquaculture and recreational angling, would have to drastically alter its
approach. These interest groups are also powerful lobbyists, and the commercial value of these practices
is significant. Indeed this explains why fish are not covered by the Animal Welfare Act in the USA. It is
interesting to note, however, that the UK is starting to move in this direction with Aquatic Animal Health
Regulations 2009 requiring fish farms to keep records on mortalities and stock movements. With limited
resources for animal welfare and limited knowledge about fish cognition, welfare priorities often fall well
short of protecting fish.
Evolution and biological complexity
Given the complexity of the environment in which many fish live (social and physical), it should not be
surprising that fish have a high degree of behavioural plasticity and compare favourably to humans and
other terrestrial vertebrates across a range of intelligence tests (Bshary et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2011a,
b). Whether or not fish are worthy of human consideration, and thereby afforded some protection, is
informed by scientific knowledge regarding their mental capacities. Once this information is at hand, we
can have an informed debate about fish–human interactions and create moral guidelines to direct animal
welfare legislation.
Sadly, the general poor perception of fish intelligence is not restricted to the broader public but it is also
deeply imbedded in scientific dogma and can be traced back to the very beginnings of scientific
investigation in the western world. The scientific study of animal brains and behavior (and by proxy
intelligence) has been dogged by the deep rooted notion that the evolution of vertebrates follows a linear
progression from inferior to superior forms, culminating in humans at the apex. This anthropocentric story
tells us that along this path, we see increasing complexity and advances in brain and behaviour, leading
to greater intelligence and behavioural plasticity at each evolutionary stage. Accordingly, the ‘‘primitive’’

vertebrates such as fishes are supposed to have simple brains with a few neural circuits that control
elementary forms of behaviour. The more recent or ‘‘advanced’’ groups such as humans and other
primates, so this discredited but still commonly believed theory argues, have evolved more complex brain
circuits providing sophisticated and flexible cognitive capabilities including emotions, feelings and
consciousness. Romanes’ Animal Intelligence (1882) provides a classic example of this kind of thinking
where he tries to show that animals become more advanced (humanlike) as we move up the evolutionary
scale. More recent examples include Thorpe’s Learning and Instinct in Animals (1956) and even Mcphail
(1982) remains loyal to ‘‘the scale of nature’’ structure even as he explicitly rejects the idea of cognitive
differentiation among vertebrates.
In 1859, Darwin published The Origin of Species, which totally revolutionised evolutionary biology. But
despite Darwin’s theoretical insights, the tiered and directed perspective of evolution continues to be
taught at school 150 years later. In reality, evolution is a random rather than directed process. Rather
than representing evolution as a linear or tiered progression of increasing complexity, we now view the
vertebrates as a highly diverse radiation each with their own specialisations. Each group represents a
more or less parallel line of evolution radiating from a common ancestor, and each species is specifically
tuned to match the niche it occupies. In short, every species is unique. Following this reasoning,
biological or cognitive complexity is not defined by how closely animals are related to humans but rather
by the niche they occupy and the problems they commonly face during their everyday existence.
While there is no doubt that fishes are the most ancient vertebrates, they are only ‘‘primitive’’ in the sense
that fish of some description have been on earth for in excess of 500 million years and that all other
vertebrates evolved from some common fishlike ancestor around 360 million years ago. But fish have not
been standing in an evolutionary backwater all that time, rather they have been evolving and adapting to
new environments which has led to the massive diversity that we see today. There has been ample time
for fishes to evolve complex and diverse behavioural patterns as well as the cognitive hardware that goes
with it to match the diversity of ecological niches they occupy. Moreover, the vast majority of fish species
on the planet are relatively new arrivals. While the Devonian period (410 million years ago) is often
referred to as The Age of Fishes, most of the contemporary species are from the Percomorpha which
showed a spate of massive speciation just 50 mya and reached peak diversity around 15 mya. To put that
in perspective, the family Hominidae also evolved around the same time. Thus, most fish species are no
more ‘‘primitive’’ than we are. And, despite apparent differences between fish and humans, evolution
tends to be highly conservative; thus, many human traits are identical to or derived from our fishlike
ancestors.
Defining intelligence, consciousness and sentience
Most animal ethics practitioners draw a line in the sand when it comes to which animals should be
afforded protection from cruelty. For most people, this is whether or not the animal in sentient or
conscious. Sentience is not an easy thing to define or measure, and the meaning is constantly debated
by scientists and philosophers alike, but it might be summed up in an ethical context as the ability to
experience pleasure and pain (i.e. subjective, perceptual experiences; Dawkins 1998; Appleby and
Sandøe 2002). Consciousness is a far broader concept and includes sentience, intelligence and selfawareness. Consciousness might be broadly described as an awareness of internal and external stimuli,
having a sense of self and some understanding of ones place in the world (Chandroo et al. 2004; Bekoff
and Sherman 2004). When philosophers discuss consciousness, they are nearly always referring to
higher-order consciousness (thinking about one’s actions and thinking about thinking). Most people
agree, however, that suffering is a conscious experience albeit at a low level of consciousness
(phenomenal consciousness; Block 1991). Many have argued that since we cannot measure mental
states, feelings or perceptual experiences, the science of animal welfare is on far safer ground if we

measure subjective behavioural responses that imply consciousness (Dawkins 2001). Measures such as
attention and perception, self-recognition, theory of mind and episodic memory are often the subject of
experimental examination and thus may be used as experimental evidence for consciousness.
It is widely argued that an animal that displays a high degree of cognitive complexity (intelligence) is likely
to be sentient (Kirkwood and Hubrecht 2001; Huntingford et al. 2006, but see Bekoff 2006 re-suffering).
The rationale suggests that consciousness is an emergent property of advanced cognitive capacities and
associated complex neural circuitry (Macphail 1998). Moreover, if we assume that animals are conscious,
then understanding their cognitive capacities is likely to inform us about the sorts of stimuli that induce
unpleasant feelings (Nicol 1996). For example, a limited capacity for memory would suggest that an
animal is unlikely to make associations between certain events and negative stimuli or their
consequences. This in turn has profound implications for welfare considerations. Cognition is well
defined, and the definition is broadly accepted. Animal cognition is the process by which animals acquire,
process, store and act on information gathered from the environment (Shettleworth 2010, p. 4). Some
would suggest that intelligence is about learning from past experiences and applying this knowledge to
solve novel problems, in other words intelligence is about behavioural flexibility (Roth and Dicke 2005).
Most scientists would probably agree that holistic intelligence relies on underlying cognitive processes.
Here, I will use intelligence as a synonym for cognitive complexity.
One of the common problems we face is trying to be objective when measuring intelligence. A common
approach in comparative cognition is to examine the problem-solving skills of animals in novel contexts,
typically in controlled laboratory conditions. Some animals, however, do not adjust well to captivity and
captive-reared animals are commonly a poor exemplar of their wild cousins. Moreover, one must devise a
test that is equally applicable to a wide range of animals, and the apparatus must be one with which the
subjects are motivated to and can physically engage with (Shettleworth 2010, Chapter 1). To do anything
to the contrary is to not provide a level playing field. Bitterman (1965, 1975) carried out a famous series of
experiments comparing the cognitive performance of fish and a range of other vertebrates in laboratorybased studies. He made some attempt to design the various tasks with the ecology (and hence
evolutionary background) of each animal in mind, but in doing so highlighted the problems of comparing
the cognitive ability of such vastly different animals. Our understanding of fish behaviour is now
considerably advanced and more appropriate tests have been applied to a wide range of species. The
results suggest that Bitterman’s early findings are certainly outdated. Some classic examples of suitable
tasks for comparative cognition include spatial learning, classical and operant conditioning and reversal
learning. The use of social learning is also commonly viewed as a sign of intelligence. Copying social role
models is very common behaviour in children and can lead to rapid acquisition of novel skills. Moreover,
social learning can lead to the development of cultural traditions. Social learning allows cumulative
information gathering over multiple generations and explains many of the advances in human technology.
For example, the modern motor car could never have been invented from scratch, but rather represents
cumulative knowledge gained and applied over more than a hundred years. There are also forms of
social intelligence, for example where individuals deliberately manipulate the behaviour of others by
deception or reconciliation (i.e. Machiavellian intelligence). Indeed, the social intelligence hypothesis is
often touted as an explanation for the evolution of the large primate brain (Whiten and Byrne 1997). Tool
use is also often associated with intelligence, and among primates and birds seem to be associated with
rapid problem-solving, innovation and large executive brain areas (Reader 2003). The development of
tools is seen as the turning point in human evolution. An animal might also be considered intelligent if it
can form categories and generalise, for example by partitioning objects into groups based on similarity or
dissimilarity. Finally, the use of numbers and making calculations based on addition and subtraction is
also considered a sign of intelligence (for a comprehensive review of comparative cognition, see
Shettleworth 2010). Although these tasks are widely used for comparative studies, there is still an

inherent difficulty of comparing results across taxa. While not all of these behaviours have been
investigated in fishes, a great many of them have and are discussed at length below. In general, fish
compare well to the rest of the vertebrates in most tasks (Bshary et al. 2002; Brown et al. 2011a, b).
One of the basic canons of comparative cognition is that one should never invoke higher-order
explanations for behaviour if they might be explained by simpler ones (Morgan’s Canon). While this is
strictly applied by many who study comparative cognition in fish, it is often not meaningfully applied by
those studying humans and primates. Heyes (1993, 1994), for example, points out that many of the
higher cognitive skills claimed for primates, such as theory of mind, have never been rigorously proven;
for a nice example of this, see Coussi-Korbel (1994). Thus, once more we see that comparative
psychologists are not playing on an even field. Part of the explanation for this disparity is the fact that
there are basically two camps in comparative cognition research. The first seeks to explain the evolution
of human intelligence by examining our closest ancestors. The second looks for broader patterns or
generalisations across all vertebrate taxa in relation to the correlation between environmental factors and
the evolution of intelligence, typically by looking at specific areas of the brain and related behaviours (e.g.
caching behaviour in birds and the hippocampus). It is reasonably simple to understand why the former
seldom conform to Morgan’s canon; if humans solve problems in this way, then it is reasonable to
assume that our closest relatives might also. To ignore this possibility is to ignore the most basic rules of
the evolutionary process; the difference between closely related species is one of degree not of kind.
Thus, such higher-order cognitive process is often attributed to primates without rigorous testing, but this
seldom occurs in fish because it would not be accepted by the scientific community due to an underlying
assumption of simplicity rather than complexity.
Fishes sensory perception
The study of comparative cognition always begins with information acquisition, and thus, there is a strong
underlying need to understand the sensory perception capabilities of the study animal. Part of this relates
to avoiding anthropomorphism, for example by assuming that animals literally see the world as we do.
However, it also relates to designing tests that are both appropriate and applicable to the study species.
So in order to get inside an animal’s head, to try to understand why it does what it does, one must first
understand how it views the world around it. Fish occupy an incredible array of habitats, and there are a
lot of species, so it is very difficult to generalise. Nevertheless, the environment in which a fish lives really
shapes the senses it relies on. This theme will crop up repeatedly in what follows. Water differs from air in
a wide range of biologically important ways, and it has ramifications for understanding the evolution of fish
senses, behaviour and cognition.
Vision
Most fish have standard vertebrate eyes and those living in shallow water habitats, such as coral reefs,
have the full spectrum of light available to them. Since the early experiments conducted by von Frisch
(1913), we have known that most species are at least tetrachromatic which means they can differentiate
between colours better than we can. The common goldfish for example has cones that absorb at 400,
450, 530 and 620 nm (Neumeyer 1982). Fishes’ visual acuity (i.e. how clearly they see objects) is just as
good as ours (Douglas and Hawryshyn 1990).
Work in cichlids, guppies and sticklebacks all show that ultraviolet (UV) is important for mate choice and
species recognition. The detection of UV can also occur in some parts of the life cycle and then be
reduced or lost entirely. Brown trout, for example, can see in the UV when they are young and occupy
relatively shallow streams, but then lose this ability as they grow and occupy deeper waters
(Deutschlander et al. 2001). There is some suggestion that some species of fish use UV as a discrete

channel for communication since their predators are unable to see in this part of the visual spectrum
(Siebeck et al. 2010). An equal array of fish can see polarised light, including damsel fish, cichlids,
salmonids and goldfish (Kamermans and Hawryshyn 2011). In these species of fish, polarised light can
be used for three primary purposes: (1) increased contrast when foraging on small prey such as
zooplankton, (2) visual communication and (3) spatial orientation.
The fact that fish have such good vision means it can be difficult to present them with realistic stimuli
using standard video equipment. Nevertheless, fish do respond to video playback. In fact, video playback
is often a useful tool to break down various elements of complex cues (Rosenthal 1999). For example,
female swordtails are attracted to the long swords that adorn the male caudal fin, but it is difficult to
isolate the rest of the male’s characteristics from the sword. Rosenthal and Evans (1998) showed
manipulated video clips of the same male with a tail, without a tail but of equal total length and a dancing
tail on its own to receptive females. Females were not interested in a dancing sword on its own and did
not differentiate between males with and without tails. Thus, the sword tail most likely evolved as a cheap
means for males to fake larger body sizes preferred by females.
Interestingly, fish are also known to fall for optical illusions which suggest that they not only take in visual
information but complex processing also occur at the level of perceptual organisation (see Agrillo et al.
2013 for a review). For example, both goldfish and redtail splitfin perceive illusory contours in a manner
similar to primates (Wyzisk and Neumeyer 2007; Sovrano and Bisazza 2008, 2009). Even sharks see
optical illusions (Fuss et al. 2014). The fact that these fish species are highly divergent suggests that this
ability is widespread in fish and vertebrates generally. Rather than seeing what is actually there, the
vertebrate brain makes assumptions based on preconceptions which are likely based on a mix of prior
experience and neural circuitry (Kandel et al. 2000). Thus, the fish brain, like the primate brain, seems to
examine objects as a whole rather than paying attention to particular parts. If certain parts of an object
are missing, the brain fills them in.
Olfaction
Smell (olfaction) and taste (gustation) in fishes work much in the same way as in humans. The
chemosensory ability of most fishes is very highly developed, and they use this information for a wide
variety of behaviours including feeding, predator recognition, mate choice and navigation. The smelling
ability of sharks is about 10,000 times more sensitive than ours. Of the five primary gustatory categories,
human identify and respond to (sweet, sour, salty, umami, and bitter), fish probably only respond to two of
these (sour and bitter) in a biologically meaningful way (for a review see Hara 1994).
Because fish are submersed in water, there is no restriction as to the location of their taste buds. The
variability in location and density of taste buds tells us a lot about the environment in which the fish lives
and its feeding habits. Cyprinids, for example, may have as many as 300 taste buds per mm2, and density
is associated with the fishes’ feeding habits (Gomahr et al. 1992). Some classic examples serve to
illustrate how important chemosensory abilities are to fishes include response to alarm substance, the
use of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) for kinship and mate recognition, and imprinting on
natal stream chemical cues in salmonid homing behaviour.
von Frisch (1941) discovered that minnows showed an innate fright response when one of their
conspecifics was harmed. He named the mysterious chemical substance Schreckstoff (literally ‘‘fright
stuff’’), and we now know that this substance is held in special skin cells (club cells) in all ostariophysan
fishes. The substance plays a crucial role in enabling naïve fish to recognise dangerous predators via
classical conditioning. When a conspecific is hurt or killed by a predator, the alarm substance is released
into the water resulting in anti-predator responses in the surrounding fish. When this occurs, fish are

capable of pairing the appearance of a predator with an appropriate biological response (e.g. schooling or
crypsis) (for a review, see Brown et al. 2011b). Recent evidence has shown that embryonic fish are
capable of distinguishing between predators (Oulton et al. 2013) and that the pairing between alarm
substances and predator cues during embryonic development enhances anti-predator behaviour once the
eggs hatch (Nelson et al. 2013). This learning mechanism affords a high degree of behavioural plasticity
which is necessary in a reasonably unpredictable, natural environment.
As we saw with the swordtail example above, female fish can be very choosey about whom to mate with.
They can rely on a range of visual cues to determine the likely fitness of a male (such as size or colour)
but they can also rely on chemical cues to figure out how genetically compatible males might be. Studies
using sticklebacks have shown that females prefer to mate with males that have a different set of MHC
alleles to themselves. MHC allelic diversity determines how effective an individual’s immune system is
likely to be. Female sticklebacks choose males that optimise rather than maximise MHC diversity in her
resulting offspring (Milinski 2003). Studies conducted on humans have yielded similar results (Thornhill et
al. 2003).
Last and not least, one of the greatest examples of animal migrations is the annual return of salmonids to
their home streams. Many salmonids breed in cool upland rivers where their eggs are laid in gravel beds.
As the eggs develop and hatch, the larvae and emerging young imprint on the chemical signature of their
home stream. After spending various lengths of time in freshwater, they migrate to the ocean where they
may spend several years growing to adulthood. Once mature, the fish return to their home streams by
following chemical plumes from the river and matching it to the template laid down during the imprinting
stage (Dittman and Quinn 1996).
Hearing
Anyone who has ever been diving will know that the underwater world is full of pops, creaks, snaps and
crackles. As in terrestrial systems, there is a dawn and dusk chorus underwater associated with peaks in
daily activity. Sound travels far greater distances (less attenuated) in water and at much greater speed
(4.59 faster) than in the air. Moreover, air is readily compressed, so terrestrial vertebrates rely on
membrane vibration to detect sound. In water, however, particle motion is the key to sound dispersal and
detection. Thus, most aquatic animals rely on this vector to detect noise (see Popper and Lu 2000 for a
review). This has a number of implications for the evolution of hearing in aquatic organisms.
Once again there is a large amount of hearing ability variability in teleost fishes, which largely depends on
the environment the fish lives in, but scientists generally recognize hearing specialists and generalists.
Specialists such as carp, catfishes, mormyrids (mildly electric fishes from Africa) detect a broad frequency
range of the pressure component of sound, whereas generalists may only detect the particle motion
component over low frequencies (e.g. perch and salmonids) (Amoser and Ladich 2005). Specialists
generally come from relatively quiet environments (e.g. deep water, still lakes) whereas the reverse is true
for generalists.
As well as having ears in a conventional sense (the inner ear is essentially conserved in all vertebrates),
fishes also have a specialised system known as the lateral line which gathers vibration information from
all over the body and sends it to the brain via the inner ear to be processed. This gives them a high
degree of sensitivity, which is one of the ways fish in schools are so tightly coordinated. Some fish,
including carp, use their swim bladder to detect sound and it this vibratory information which passes to
the inner ear through a series of ear bones very similar to our own. Otiliths (ear bones) inside the fish’s
head also respond directly to vibration.

One generally ‘‘asks’’ what a fish can hear by conducting behavioural experiments, but to date we have
specific information about the hearing ability of fewer than 100 species. Some fishlike perch and salmon
are capable of detecting infrasound (< 35 Hz), whereas others such as herring can hear sound above 180
kHz. Although historically there has been debate about whether fish can detect the location of a sound,
recent evidence suggests that they can but they likely rely on different mechanisms than terrestrial
vertebrates (Popper and Lu 2000). This certainly makes sense given the biological importance of
localization and the manner in which sound travels in air and water.
Fish use sound in a similar way to terrestrial animals, include mate choice, navigation, territoriality and so
on. They communicate to one another using sound in a variety of ways. It is thought that perhaps as
many as 50% of fish species make some kind of meaningful noise for communication. Male cod and
haddock for example have drumming muscles that vibrate on their swim bladder (Hawkins and Amorim
2000). Females choose males based on their drumming ability. Similarly, minnows shout at one another
during aggressive interactions (Johnston and Johnson 2000). Many reef fish use the sound of the reef as
a cue for navigation and settlement (Simpson et al. 2004).
Other senses
Unlike mammals, many fishes are also capable of detecting and creating electric currents in the water.
Some fish such as the elephant nose fish and knife fish have developed a system similar to sonar where
they send out bursts of electricity and detect changes in the electric field around them in order to find
prey, navigate in their environment and communicate with their fellows. These fish are both electrogenic
(they produce electricity) and electroreceptive (they detect and respond to electricity). Others, including
sharks, rays and catfish, sense the tiny amounts of electricity produced when the neurons in their prey
fire. Strongly electric fish, such as the electric eel, can produce enough current to stun their prey.
Many fishes can also detect and use the earth’s magnetic field for both large- and small-scale navigation
(magnetoception) as do many birds (Mouritsen and Ritz 2005). Sharks and other cartilaginous fishes
have very highly developed magnetoception and possess a specialised organ (ampullae of Lorenzi)
which detects changes in electric potential. This system is also involved in electroreceptivity as mentioned
above. Despite the fact that the idea that fish could detect the earth’s magnetic field and use it for longrange migration was first raised 120 years ago, the first experimental evidence did not appear until about
1980. There is still a considerable debate about how it works and what it is used for (for a review see
Walker et al. 1997).
Cerebral lateralization
Not so long ago cerebral lateralisation was thought to be a unique human trait because it is so closely
associated with higher-order cognitive processes in humans such as language production. But we now
realise that brain hemisphere specialisation is widespread among vertebrates and perhaps even
invertebrates (Rogers 2002; Vallortigara et al. 2011). Fish, like humans, prefer to use one side of their
brain over the other when analysing particular sources of information (for a review see Bisazza and
Brown 2011). However, the pattern of laterality often varies between species, between populations of the
same species and even between individuals (Bisazza et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2004; Irving and Brown
2013). For example, Sarasins minnows look at a familiar individuals with their left eye and use their right
eye to view unfamiliar individuals (Sovrano 2004). In this species, the right eye is commonly reserved for
looking out for predators or other potentially threatening objects. This preference for using one eye or the
other in social contexts also plays a role in the location rainbowfish prefer to adopt within a school (Bibost
and Brown 2013). Individuals that prefer to use their left eye to view school mates tend to prefer positions
on the right side of the school, while the reverse is true for those who prefer to view school mates with the

right eye. In this way, a school might be comprised of an optimal number of fish with various degrees of
laterality. Such a school would show faster responses to predators and prey on the periphery of the
school while simultaneously rapidly responding to the behaviour of their school mates. This idea that
laterality enhances multitasking is a common theory as to why laterality evolved in vertebrates particularly
in social contexts (Vallortigara and Rogers 2005; Brown 2005). The study of laterality is yet another way
to illustrate that fish can perform multiple complex tasks simultaneously and provides a non-invasive
method to understand which hemisphere fish use when attending to various stimuli. Moreover, it is
increasingly apparent that laterality varies with emotive content of stimuli and thus provides a method of
studying emotional responses in fish (Brown and Bibost 2014a).
Fish cognition
So now we have a better understanding of how fish perceive the world. Clearly their senses are just as
developed, and in some aspects better developed than our own. The question is what do they do with all
the information they are taking in? In the following section, I will briefly outline types of cognitive abilities
of which fish are capable. For comprehensive reviews on fish cognition, see Brown et al. (2011a, b) and
Bshary et al. (2002).
Learning and memory
Perhaps the best place to begin is with fish memory. Anyone who has ever kept fish will know that they
remember the hand that feeds them, the time of day and even the location where the food is likely to
appear. Associating the latter two together is a phenomenon known as time-place learning. Klausewitz
(1960), for example, reports a situation where a person hand fed fish in a lake. The fish gradually
habituated to the feeder and readily accepted food when he was present. Even after a 6-month break the
fish recognised him and fed within 3 min and refused to accept food from others. Time-place learning has
been demonstrated in a number of fish species. A typical approach is to feed the fish at one end of an
aquarium in the evening and the other end in the morning. Each day the location of the fish is recorded
just prior to feeding. If the fish show anticipatory behaviour by congregating at the feeding end, then they
have learnt the task. Poeciliids and galaxiids can learn this task in around two weeks (Brown unpublished
data; Reebs 1999). Golden shiners and angel fish (Pterophyllum scalare) take 3–4 weeks (Reebs 1996;
Gomez-Laplaza and Morgan 2005). By comparison, rats take about 19 days to learn this task (Means et
al. 2000) and garden warblers learn slightly more complex tasks involving four locations and four time
periods in just 11 days (Biebach et al. 1989).
It is quite common to see variability in learning ability between fish species and sometimes within species,
particularly when fish are collected from different locations. Some of this variability is due to genetics (as a
result of natural selection operating in differing environments), while some is due to the varying
experiences fishes have during ontogeny. Both mechanisms operate to shape behaviour to match the
prevailing environmental conditions. Typically, one finds that the learning ability, and behaviour generally,
is shaped to suit the environment in which the fish live. We have examined the effects of rearing
environment on learning using classical or Pavlovian conditioning. In Pavlovian conditioning, an animal
effectively learns that one previously meaningless stimulus (e.g. a bell) is associated with or predicts a
biologically important event (e.g. the arrival of food). This is a fundamental form of learning for most
animals and was famously shown in Pavlov’s dogs. In our experiments, fish had to learn that when a light
was turned on food would shortly be delivered down a feeding tube. Wild rainbowfish showed rapid
learning over 7 days (14 trials) and while a captive-reared population was initially slower to learn, they
eventually caught up (Brown and Bibost 2014b). By comparison, rats take around 40 trials to learn an
association between a tone and food (Bouton and Peck 1989). Pavlov’s dogs learned the association

between a novel odour and the administration of acid in the mouth in 20 trials, whereas in the classically
cited study, a buzzer predicted the arrival of food ‘‘after a single combination’’ (Pavlov 1927, p. 27).
Spatial learning has been widely studied in fishes (for a review see Odling-Smee and Braithwaite 2003)
and is for the most part comparable to any other vertebrates. For example, fish, birds, monkeys and
humans can use basic geometry to recall the location of an object when in an oblong-shaped room (see
Cheng and Newcombe 2005 for a review). If one of the walls is painted and thus can act as a salient cue,
then adult humans will go to the correct location, but toddlers still rely on geometry (Hermer and Spelke
1994). In fact children cannot use featural cues until they are about 6 years old. In fishes trained with both
features and geometric cues, fish can use both but rely on geometry once the features are removed, thus
features do not overshadow geometry during the learning process (Sovrano et al. 2002, 2003; Vargas et
al. 2004). Thus, the fishes’ use of geometric cues is very similar to birds and rats and exceeds that of
toddlers. One classic example of complex spatial learning in fish is exhibited by rock-pool dwelling gobies.
A number of studies have shown that these small fish can also return to their home pool even after being
displaced by 30 m (e.g. White and Brown 2013). Moreover, when disturbed, these gobies can leap into
neighbouring rock pools (Aronson 1956). Even after being removed from their home pools for 40 days,
the fish could still remember the location of surrounding pools. This astonishing ability makes use of a
cognitive map that is built-up during the high tide when the fish are free to roam over the rock platform
and which can obviously be maintained for extended periods of time in the absence of reinforcement.
Thus, gobies and a range of other species have impressive long-term memories. The use of cognitive
maps is a well-known concept in human navigation, but the term was first coined by Tolman (1948) to
describe aspects of navigation in rats. It is now known that this sophisticated mental representation of the
spatial relationships between environmental features is widespread in animal navigation (Collett and
Graham 2004). Clark’s nutcrackers are often considered to be the animal champions of long-term spatial
memory and can retrieve cached food hordes at least 285 days after they were stashed but a fair degree
of forgetting starts to set in after 183 days (Balda and Kamil 1992).
Animals often form long-term memories of negative experiences. For example when dogs are trained to
avoid an electric shock, they maintain the avoidance behavior for up to 650 trials after the shock has been
removed (Solomon and Wynne 1954). Fish can also learn to avoid aversive stimuli rapidly and retain the
information for extensive periods. Fish can show one trial learning, for example pike that have been
hooked often show hook shyness for over a year (Beukemaj 1970). Similarly, rainbowfish taught to swim
through a hole in a net that travelled down the length of their aquarium took just five runs to figure out the
location of the escape route. When tested almost a year later, they still recalled how to escape the net
even though they had not seen the net in the intervening period (Brown 2001). This is remarkable for a
fish that only lives for 2 years in the wild. Moreover, the more fish present in the group the faster they
learn (Brown and Warburton 1999).
Social learning and traditions
There are widespread examples of social learning in animals. Perhaps the most celebrated is the unique
use of tools among various populations of chimpanzees (Yamamoto et al. 2013). Social learning occurs
when information passes from one individual to another by observation or interaction. This can lead to a
transfer of information through generations (vertical transmission) resulting in cultural traditions. In the
UK, blue and great tits learned how to open the lids on milk bottles to access the cream on top and the
behaviour rapidly spread across the country via social learning (Fisher and Hinde 1949). Over the years
my colleagues and I have conducted a large number of experiments examining social learning in fishes
(see Brown and Laland 2011 for a review). For example, we showed that hatchery-reared salmon could
be taught to recognize novel live prey by pairing them with fish that already recognised the prey. The
naïve observers not only learn to eat the new food but they can also learn where to forage for it (Brown

and Laland 2002a). We have also trained guppies to use particular routes in order to locate a foraging
patch. In this instance, a school of fish (demonstrators) were trained to swim through a random door.
Gradually one of the demonstrators was removed from the group and replaced with a naïve fish
(observers). This continued until all the original demonstrators had been removed and the shoals still
remained faithful to the original foraging route (Laland and Williams 1997). In some contexts, however,
the tradition can break down in the absence of demonstrators (Brown and Laland 2002b), and this can
lead to rapid loss of social traditions.
Social traditions are likely to be particularly strong in long-lived species and are thought to be responsible
for the migration routes of several species of fish, including cod (Fernö et al. 2011). It has been
postulated that the recent shifts in cod spawning grounds is the result of the systematic removal of older,
knowledgeable individuals by commercial fishing (Fernö et al. 2011). Multiple experiments have shown us
how this might work in practice. During the day, French grunts are found hiding among sea urchins where
they are protected from predation by the urchin spines. Shortly after sunset, they migrate to feeding
patches often associated with seagrass beds. The path they use between the resting and foraging
locations is highly temporally stable. Helfman and Schultz (1984) transplanted fish between schools and
observed what path the transplanted fish took on their sunset foraging run. Those individuals that were
transplanted into schools where some of the original school remained followed the rest of the group (the
‘‘natives’’) to their traditional foraging ground. Those that were transplanted to new locations, where the
original school had been removed, moved off in a heading similar to that they would have used if they
were still at their home location. Obviously, the latter failed to find a foraging patch. Thus, it is quite
apparent that fishes are capable of developing cultural traditions that are similar to some of those seen in
birds and primates.
Individual and kin recognition
Social groups of animals are seldom made up of a random selection of individuals, and this is also the
case with fish. Usually fish form relatively stable groups and become familiar with the individuals within
that group. Similarly horses and dogs not only recognise individuals of their own species (Bonanni et al.
2011) but are capable of recognizing individual humans based on a number of different cues (Proops and
McComb 2012) (recall the early example in fish). In humans, this capacity for individual recognition
develops between 6 and 10 months of age (Fagan and Singer 1983). Guppies can remember the
identities of up to 15 individuals with little difficulty (Griffiths and Magurran 1997). In relatively small
shoals, familiarity takes about 12 days to develop and may be maintained even after 5 weeks of isolation
(Bhat and Magurran 2006). When given a choice, fish will prefer to shoal with familiar rather than
unfamiliar individuals (Magurran et al. 1994). Remembering who’s who is important as it enables one to
predict how each individual is going to behave in any given situation. Shoals comprised of familiar
individuals, for example, and are better at avoiding predators than groups comprised of complete
strangers (Chivers et al. 1995). Social learning is also enhanced in groups of familiar fish (Lachlan et al.
1998), and territorial cichlids show lower levels of aggression towards familiar than unfamiliar neighbours
(dear enemy effect; Frostman and Sherman 2004). However, after many generations in captivity, fish may
lose this preference for familiarity (Kydd and Brown 2009) which will have follow-on consequences for a
range of social behaviours. Fish may also be able to recognise kin using both visual and chemical
information (Arnold 2000; Gerlach et al. 2008), but in many cases this appears to be facilitated through
familiarity mechanisms (Frommen et al. 2007).
Self-recognition
Many have argued that to be conscious animals must be capable of recognising the self. The typical test
employed in this context is the mirror self-recognition test (MSR: Parker et al. 1994). In the classic

example, a chimp has a small sticky dot attached to its forehead and then is given access to a mirror. In
some cases, the chimp uses the mirror to study its reflection and then removes the dot from its forehead
(as opposed to trying to remove the dot from the mirror; Gallup 1970). This suggests that the animal
understands that it is looking at a reflection of itself and not an unknown conspecific. Most vertebrates,
however, fail this test and the ability to recognise a mirror image of oneself seems to be largely limited to
humans, great apes and dolphins (Reiss and Marino 2001). A typical response towards a mirror image by
most animals is fear or aggression towards the unknown conspecific. Such responses are commonly
observed in fishes. Great debate continues about whether or not the MSR tells us anything about an
animal’s ability to have more abstract levels of self-awareness. However, it may be argued that selfrecognition may not necessarily occur through solely through vision, and in many cases, olfactory
recognition is perhaps more appropriate. This is certainly the case in fishes. Fish seldom (if ever) see
their reflection so they are unlikely to have evolved visual self-recognition, but chemical cues play a very
important role in aquatic ecosystems. There is compelling evidence that fish are capable of selfrecognition using chemical cues. Male cichlids, for example, preferred their own odour to those from
unrelated males or brothers (Thünken et al. 2009).
Social intelligence: cooperation and reconciliation
Some have argued that the stable social groups one observes in primates have led to an increase in
cognition over evolutionary time as members of the group attempt to outsmart one another to gain access
to mating opportunities (Whiten and Byrne 1997). Submissive behaviours such as appeasement by lowranking individuals might be one method to manipulate higher-ranked individuals. Similar observations
have been made in cichlid groups which also exist in extended family groups with a number of helpers
(Taborsky 1984) as well as in anemonefish (Fricke 1974). Moreover, Siamese fighting fish are able to
judge their position in a hierarchy by watching third parties interact with one another, a process known as
eavesdropping (Oliveira et al. 1998). Female guppies can use the same method to judge male quality and
may switch their prior mate choice decision based on this information (Dugatkin and Godin 1992). Similar
sorts of behaviour are probably common in social groups where social hierarchies exist (e.g. chickens,
Hogue et al. 1996; macaques, Silk 1999).
Living in complex social groups thus requires a whole new set of cognitive capacities to keep track of
social relationships. Social intelligence has been mostly studied in primates (Byrne and Whiten 1989), but
studies with dogs show that they are also highly socially skilful. Indeed there is evidence that dogs are
better at reading social cues from humans than any primate, a skill which likely occurred early in the
domestication process and co-opted the very well-developed social skills ordinarily reserved for
socializing with pack members (Miklósi et al. 2004). This example serves to illustrate how important the
environment is to shaping cognition and has little to do with how closely related animals are to humans.
Most fish live in social groups for most of their lives, and it should come as no surprise that they also
display all sorts of behaviours that are indicative of social intelligence (Bshary et al. 2014). Fish often
provide the best examples of cooperation in the animal kingdom (e.g. Shettleworth 2010, chapter 12). For
example, fish tend to cooperate with one another when they are doing dangerous deeds like inspecting
predators. If a pair of fish inspects a predator, they glide back and forth as they advance towards the
predator each taking it in turn to lead. If a partner should defect or cheat in any way, perhaps by hanging
back, the other fish will refuse to cooperate with that individual on future encounters (Milinski 1990). This
shows that the fish not only recall the identity of the defector but they also assign a social tag to them and
punish them on future encounters.
Perhaps the best known example of cooperation between fishes is that of the cleaner wrasse and its
clients (see a review by Bshary 2011). Cleaner wrasse occupy cleaning stations on coral outcrops and

remove parasites and dead skin from the surface of client fish. They have a large number of regular
customers, and they recognise them all individually. The clients present themselves and perform a ‘‘clean
me’’ stance which signals to the cleaner that they require a good service. Of course there are many
stations a client can potentially visit so it is very important that the cleaner does a good job to keep up its
reputation. If the cleaner should accidentally bite the client, then the client will rapidly swim away. But the
cleaner has a mode of reconciliation; they chase after the distraught client and give them a back rub, thus
enticing them to come again (Bshary and Wurth 2001). Cleaner fish can be selective about who they
serve and they appear to classify their clients according to their residential status (local or transient) and
their foraging tendencies (predator or nonpredator). If there are a number of clients waiting to be serviced,
cleaner fish will prioritise transients, knowing that the locals have nowhere else to go (Tebbich et al.
2002). Cleaners are also partial to cheating and occasionally they nip the skin of clients to obtain a cheap
meal. It is perhaps not surprising that they are far less inclined to perform this behaviour if the client is a
predator. Thus, the cleaner wrasse not only recognise individual fish, but can also categorise different fish
species based on their predatory tendencies. This ability to generalise is widespread in fishes. To date,
however, categorisation based on ‘‘sameness’’, another classic sign of intelligence in animals, has not
been formally tested in fishes.
Another fascinating example of cooperation in fish occurs between groupers and moray eels. In this case,
the grouper approaches the moray eel and signals its intention to go hunting. In response, the eel
emerges from its cavity and follows the grouper to the proposed hunting site. Upon arrival, the eel
fossicks among the coral while the grouper cruises over the surface. Any fish that are scared by the eel
are eaten by the grouper and vice versa. In this way, the foraging efficiency of both fish is greatly
enhanced (Bshary et al. 2006). Cooperation in general is rare (Stevens et al. 2005) but cooperation
between species like this is extremely rare and is reminiscent of the relationship between working dogs
and humans.
Building and tool use
Some have argued that nest building is a precursor or even equivalent to tool use (Hansell and Ruxton
2008) as it involves complex manipulation of external objects. Moreover, nest building is often associated
with parental care which is widespread among cichlids and gobies. What is not clear is the extent to
which building involves cognition as many nest building behaviours appear to have strong innate
underpinnings. Nevertheless, building is reasonably rare among vertebrates other than birds, although of
course beavers are a key exception. It is worth keeping in mind that there are more species of fish
builders than there are mammal species. At least 9,000 species of fish build a nest of some sort, either for
laying eggs, or for shelter from predators. The nests vary tremendously in the materials used and their
ultimate shape and function. Male gouramis build nests out of bubbles in which they entice females to lay
their eggs. Various species of wrasse produce mucus cocoons which protect them from predators and
parasites while they sleep (Grutter et al. 2011). The cutlips minnow collects around 300 identical pebbles
and builds a mound 35 cm wide and 10 cm high, and tilefish make coral mounds up to 1 m high. The
jawfish gathers together small rocks from the sand floor to build a wall in front of its burrow. These fishy
masons search meticulously for rocks that fit together like a puzzle and leave a hole just big enough for it
to slip through. Perhaps the most impressive builder is the rockmover wrasse. Each night it gathers up
large bits of coral to make a house, in which it spends the night sleeping and abandons the next morning.
Unlike the numerous studies of bird nest building behaviour, there have been very few relating to building
behaviour in fish other than sticklebacks (Östlund-Nilsson and Holmlund 2003).
Not so long ago, tool use was one in a long list of skills that was supposed to be unique to humans; the
theory was that tool use required an order of cognitive sophistication that no other species could match
and is often cited as a key moment in our evolutionary history. Most famously Jane Goodall showed that

primates and a number of other vertebrates also use tools (reviewed in van Lawick-Goodall 1970),
although tool use in macaques had been identified much earlier (Carpenter 1887). Since then it has been
revealed that all sorts of animals use tools and fish are no exception (for reviews see Seed and Byrne
2010; Brown 2012). Primates are still the main players, but tool use is also reasonably common in birds,
particularly corvids, where New Caledonian crows are the star tool users (Hunt 1996). Among fishes, a
number of species of wrasse use rocks to crush sea urchins so as to access the meat inside. Wrasse also
commonly use anvils to break open shellfish (Jones et al. 2011). An examination of tool use in the wrasse
family reveals that tool use has either evolved multiple times or is a common behaviour (Brown 2012).
Interestingly, wrasse also have a larger than expected brain size, a theme that is also apparent in both
tool-using birds and primates (Lefebvre et al. 2002; Reader and Laland 2002). Other examples of tool use
in fish include cichlids and catfish which often glue their eggs to leaves and small rocks and then carry
them around when their nest is threatened. Numerous fish, most notably the archerfish, squirt water from
their mouths in order to dislodge prey items. Archerfish are perhaps the most well-studied group, and
there is good evidence that they learn to compensate for the refraction as light passes from water to air
(Dill 1977).
Numerical competency
The ability to conduct quantitative analyses is a fundamental ability in humans. For a long time, it was
thought that humans were the only species capable of counting, but recent evidence is emerging that
perhaps other species can also do this. Six-month-old infants can discriminate among small collections of
objects (Antell and Keating 1983). Both five-month-old infants and monkeys can perform simple
arithmetic with small numbers (Wynn 1992; Sulkowski and Hauser 2001). Similarly, young chickens are
capable of simple arithmetic (Rugani et al. 2009). In humans, there appears to be two different systems
for extracting numerical information that operate over different ends of the numerical spectrum (Trick and
Pylyshyn 1994) although this is still controversial. The first is a system for estimating large quantities,
referred to as the analogue magnitude system (Nieder and Dehaene 2009). It has no upper limits but is
subject to Weber’s law as it relates to the ability to differentiate between two quantities. When the ratio is
small (i.e. there is small relative difference between quantities), it is hard to distinguish between them, but
as the ratio increases (large relative difference) it becomes increasingly simple to differentiate between
them. Such a system is important for making rapid choices regarding quantities. For example, if you had
to choose between fighting 20 men or 10 men in a battle, you would rapidly head towards the fight with
the best odds. The second system is basically an object-tracking system that allows us to follow individual
objects (Whalen et al. 1999). This system is highly accurate but is limited in that we can usually only keep
track of four elements at any one time. It allows us to instantly report how many objects we can see
without having to count them in series. Dogs, for example, can spontaneously assess large magnitudes
based on noise, and when in small groups use as object-tracking system when choosing to attack if their
group outnumbers the invading group by 1 individual (i.e. 2v1, 3v2 or 4v3; Bonanni et al. 2011). Similar
observations have been made in lions and monkeys (McComb et al. 1994; Kitchen 2004). Recent
research has shown that guppies use the same methods of quantitative analysis as humans (Agrillo et al.
2012).
Examining counting ability in fishes is relatively simple and it makes use of the fact that many species
school. The fundamental principal of schooling is that there is safety in numbers, so the bigger the group
the safer you are. Thus, one can present fish with schools of differing sizes (and ratios) and their choice
of schools tells us about their ability to differentiate between the two groups. Using this technique, we
have learned that angel fish, for example, use both numerical systems to keep track of quantities
(Gómez-Laplaza and Gerlai 2011a, b). When using the analogue magnitude system, angel fish could
discriminate between large shoals when the ratio was just below 2:1. When choosing between small

shoals fish could reliably chose 4 versus 1, 3 versus 1, 2 versus 1 and 3 versus 2 individuals, but could
not choose between 4 versus 3, 5 versus 4 and 6 versus 5. In contrast, both guppies and humans can
differentiate 3 versus 4 just as easily as 1 versus 4 (Agrillo et al. 2012). Thus, there appears to be some
small variability between fish species, but this likely depends on their schooling tendencies. There are
some problems associated with these methods in that it is not entirely clear what cues the fish is using
when choosing a school. For example, it might make a judgement on the overall amount of movement or
the total area of fish. However, many of these issues can overcome by training the fish to respond to
inanimate objects in which surface area and so on can be controlled.
Fish pain perception and consciousness
One of the more controversial questions in fish biology, and animal ethics generally, is whether fishes feel
pain. It is worth stating from the very outset that there is absolutely no doubt that fish have all the
hardware associated with pain perception (nociception) and that the application of analgesics reduces the
symptoms (Sneddon 2003). Indeed if one examines the pain receptors in fish you would find remarkable
resemblance to those in humans. The pain receptors in all vertebrates are conserved and derived from an
early fishlike ancestor. Although the A-delta and C-fibre ratios differ somewhat, many of the fish A-delta
fibres have the same characteristics as mammalian C-fibres. So the only controversial question at the
moment is how do fish respond to pain in a cognitive sense?
Rose et al. (2014) suggests that pain is an entirely emotional experience completely separated from the
detection of painful stimuli (nociception). I suggest, however, that it is unreasonable to separate the
physical detection of pain from the emotional or cognitive response to it since they are so clearly part of
an integrated system that has evolved to reduce the chances of injury (Rollin 1989; Broom 2001). Thus,
pain perception and processing of nociception stimuli clearly go hand in hand to maximize an animal’s
chances of survival. As Dawkins (2001) suggests, consciousness is a Darwinian adaptation and thus
clearly provides animals with some advantage. Even the simplest emotional response to pain, fear, is
widespread among vertebrates, and rightly so given that the primary outcome of this integrated system is
to protect the animal from future harm. Thus, a basic response to pain is to avoid making contact with
noxious stimuli in future. Fear-based conditioning is one of the foundations of comparative psychology
(Skinner 1938). Moreover, the study of predator avoidance behaviour is arguably the most common
research topic in modern behavioural ecology. Fish rapidly learn to associate certain objects, smells and
contexts with potential harm and avoid such things in future (for a reviews of anti-predator behaviour in
fishes see Kelley and Magurran 2003; Kelley and Brown 2011).
One of the more interesting forms of evidence that fish respond to pain in a cognitive sense is the fact
that pain appears to distract fish and prevents them from carrying out other tasks or paying attention to
external stimuli. When in pain, fish suffer from attention deficits. For example, a fish that has been
injected with acetic acid loses fear of novel objects (neophobia) presumably because the cognitive
experience of pain is dominant over or overshadows other processes (Sneddon et al. 2003). Similarly, the
anti-predator responses of rainbow trout are disrupted and dominant fish become less aggressive if they
are suffering pain (Ashley et al. 2009). It is perhaps not surprising given the diversity of fish behaviour that
behavioural indicators of pain vary from species to species (Reilly et al. 2008). Fish are also willing to pay
a cost to access pain relief (Sneddon et al. unpublished data).
There are effectively two opposing lines of arguments regarding emotional/cognitive response to pain.
The first proposed by Rose (2002); Rose et al. (2014) suggests that fish do not have the cognitive
complexity (or hardware) to respond to pain in an emotional sense. The argument is based on the fact
that fish lack a neocortex and are thus not capable of consciousness and therefore do not respond to pain
as humans do. The second argument favoured by Sneddon, Braithwaite, Huntingford, Chandaroo and

others suggests that fish are in fact highly cognitive beings and show all the signs of responding to pain in
a similar way that we do. They point to experimental evidence that suggests that fish show fear and other
behavioural responses to pain that are not dissimilar to our own (Sneddon 2003, Braithwaite and
Huntingford 2004; Chandroo et al. 2004). All of the science discussed in this paper offers strong evidence
of fish as cognitive beings and most likely sentient, a fact Rose must deny in order to reach his
conclusion. More to the point, however, it would be impossible for fish to survive as the cognitively and
behaviourally complex animals they are without a capacity to feel pain. Feeling pain and responding
appropriately (e.g. by avoidance) is clearly critical to survival and may even precede the evolution of
higher-order cognitive processing (Dawkins 2001).
Despite the fact that Rose (2002) is strongly critical of anthropomorphism, his central argument is both
anthropocentric and anthropomorphic: fish lack a humanlike neocortex and thus do not respond to pain in
a meaningful conscious sense. In fact this would rule out pain perception in most vertebrates (e.g. most
mammals, all birds, reptiles and fish). But this argument is contingent on Rose’s erroneous belief that the
neocortex is the centre of consciousness in humans and that fish lack any comparable structure. On the
first point, recent analysis of the human neocortex has revealed that it has not undergone any special,
radical evolution in humans, and there is no reason to suspect it is any more involved in consciousness
than any other part of the human brain (Barton and Venditti 2013 and references therein). As Damasio
(1999) points out, core consciousness in humans depends critically on the activity of a great many
phylogenetically ancient brain areas as well. Modern approaches to neuropsychology tend to look at
consciousness as an emergent property of a highly complex neural network that cannot be pinned to any
particular location or structure. Even the ‘‘dynamic core hypothesis’’ of consciousness specifically states
that the location of the core is not found any particular location within the brain, but rather depends on
neuronal functional connectivity that is independent from anatomical proximity (Tononi and Edelman
1998). In addition, many scientists believe that there are multiple levels of consciousness (primary,
secondary, and tertiary), and the sorts of processing associated with fear and pain are almost certainly
associated with primary-process consciousness that are likely widespread among vertebrates (Panksepp
2005).
On the second point, the more we find out about the brain structure of fishes, the more we realise they
effectively have analogous structures and functions to other vertebrates (Broglio et al. 2011; Demski
2013). The fish forebrain is dominated by eversion of pallial masses rather than evagination as in the
other vertebrates, thus the topology is different which has hindered comparative studies. Nevertheless,
over the last three decades, it has become evident that the teleost brain is in fact very similar to that of
the rest of the vertebrates. For example, the teleost dorsal telencephalon represents the pallium and the
ventral telencephalon is analogous to the subpallium and that these areas are highly connected to the
rest of the brain (Rink and Wullimann 2004). The main divisions in the telencephalic dorsal pallium in fish
are homologous to the tetrapod hippocampus, amygdala and neocortex (Broglio et al. 2011). We have
known for a long time that areas of the telencephalon are involved in emotion, particularly the medium
pallium, based on a data ranging from gene expression to behaviour. Similarly, the fish cerebellum is
greatly involved in fear conditioning as it is in mammals (Sacchetti et al. 2009 for a review). Moreover,
fMRI studies have shown that when suffering from pain, there is significant activity in the fish forebrain
which is highly reminiscent of that observed in humans (see Sneddon 2011).
Conclusions
Fish have very good memories, live in complex social communities where they keep track of individuals
and can learn from one another; a process that leads to the development of stable cultural traditions.
They recognise themselves and others. They cooperate with one another and show signs of
Machiavellian intelligence such as cooperation and reconciliation. They build complex structures, are

capable of tool use and use the same methods for keeping track of quantities as we do. For the most
part, their primary senses are just as good, and in many cases better, than our own. When comparing
their behaviour to primates, one finds very few differences with the exception, perhaps, of the ability for
imitation (Bshary et al. 2002). One must conclude, therefore, that the level of cognitive complexity
displayed by fishes is on a par with most other vertebrates, and that if any animals are sentient then one
must conclude that fish are too. While their brain evolutionary and developmental trajectory differs from
other vertebrates, it is evident that there are many analogous structures that perform similar functions.
This body of evidence strongly suggests that they are sentient and the evidence that they are capably of
feeling pain in a manner similar to humans is gradually mounting. I submit that there are compelling
reasons to include fish in our ‘‘moral circle’’ and afford them the protection they deserve.
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